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We are actively pursuing the  use 

of administrative data to provide 

new insights into society and 

to inform a recommendation in 

2023 about the future nature 

of the Census.  

What are we doing?



Why are we pursuing integrated data?

• Decision-makers increasingly need better local data on the 
size and characteristics of their areas to understand the 
changing dynamics of the population 

• We have a rapidly changing population and need up-to-date 
data to make decisions

• Census = key in meeting needs in 2021, granular, local data 
but quickly out of date

• Potential to help us answer questions we haven’t been able to 
answer before (e.g. what international students do after their 
studies)



Integrated Data Framework
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Transforming the population and migration 
statistics system…

• Strategic approach - to make better use of all available data to 
produce better statistics, better decisions

• Current system - challenges to quality of population statistics:
• 10 year before we can rebase population
• International Migration statistics (survey based, emigration 

challenge)

• Un-met user needs - gaps between what users need and what 
we can currently produce (e.g. characteristics of migrants)

• Build flexibility to incorporate new data and methods



Context

• Transforming the Population and Migration Statistics System by 
putting admin data at it’s core:

• Admin data at the core of migration statistics: Autumn 2019
• Admin data at the core of population statistics: Spring 2020

• Need to ensure that the Statistical Design and Processing of 2021 
Census is coherently aligned with the transformation of this system

• No longer benchmarking Admin Data Census alongside 2021 Census 
– want best possible outputs using all sources of information on 2021 
and beyond



What is the Population Statistics System?



Discovery work on aligning Population Statistics 
Transformation and 2021 Census

• Looking at statistical design for 2021 integrated census population 
and migration outputs

• Need to work through what this means for delivering transformation 
leading up to 2021 and beyond

• Not ruling out options – evidence-based decision on the future need 
for surveys to support this transformation



Size of the population

9



Admin-based estimates: LA/age/sex – males 20-24



Trying alternative approaches



Components of change – international migration

• Understanding data sources what they can tell us about the 
different types of migrants and how they interact with systems 
‘footprints’

• Develop linkage approaches (new data sources), build and 
understand the longitudinal picture.

• Consider the best way to bring data sources together 
(including surveys e.g. International Passenger Survey) to 
measure long term migrant flows (and other migrant types)

• Following slides provide some examples of the work we’ve 
been doing……



Example migrant case study



Example migrant case study



How do data sources align with current definitions?



Measuring immigration - mapping to data sources
Reason for 
Immigration

NationalityMigrant type PR/PDS (flag 4 reg type)
MWS (Allocation of new NINo)
HESA (country registered for 
HE course from)
Home Office Admin Data - Exit 
Checks – first arrival date/visa 
start date (non EEA)

Data sources

HESA (country registered for 
HE course from)
Home Office Admin Data - Exit 
Checks–arrival date/visa start 
date (non EEA)
Otherwise reliant on 
longitudinal activity to 
measure returning migrants 
eg ‘new activity after inactivity’ 
Benefits & Income Datasets

Semaphore (HO admin data) 
– not there yet
Otherwise reliant on 
longitudinal activity 



Measuring emigration - mapping to data sources
Activity before 
emigration

Nationality

Data sources

Patient Register/PDS (RFR 
EMBK)
HESA (comparing years & 
country previous residence)

Home Office Admin Data Exit 
Checks (latest departure 
data/visa expiration date (non 
EEA)
Otherwise reliant on absence 
of activity – Benefits & Income 
Datasets

Semaphore (Hone Office 
admin data) – not there yet
Otherwise reliant on 
longitudinal activity 



Population and Migration Statistics Consultation –
Autumn 2018

Consultation to understand user needs for transformed system, 
and gain feedback on research. 
Supported by:

• Exploratory research illustrating definitions, methods and approach to 
transforming the Pop Stats System

• Exploratory research into EU Nationals travel patterns

• Exploratory research into Non-EU Nationals and how they impact on the 
economy



Challenges

• Data access – availability and quality of data – is it fit for 
purpose?

• Admin data alone is unlikely to deliver population statistics 
of sufficient quality, likely to need surveys to support the 
transformation.

• Methods – new and innovative approach required, 
developing methods alongside other NSIs. 

• UK coherence – population is a devolved responsibility, 
migration is a UK issue – working with Devolved 
Administrations to deliver coherent outputs.



What next?

• Transforming population and migration statistics system, with 
admin data at the core by 2020

• Delivering the first census outputs by March 2022

• Developing a flexible dissemination tool to provide faster, 
more tailored, safe data to users – more efficient

• Continuing to produce new, more insightful, more timely 
outputs

• Using the Digital Economy Act to acquire new data sources

• Researching the role of surveys to support this transformation
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